
 

 

 

TIRE CARE 
What? Why? How often?  
 

 

TIRE CARE CHANGES 
With vehicle fuel economy standards 
increasing, manufactures are making 
cars lighter and lighter. This includes 
the steering and suspension 
components that keep your vehicle in 
proper alignment. In many cases 
alignments are recommended on an 
interval basis. Knowing that tire 
manufactures require records for tire 
care we document all of your 
maintenance.  

TIRE POLICIES 
+Quality Installation 
+Free TPMS resets 
+Free rotations 
+Free basic brake inspections 
+Free repairs 
+Free Steering/Suspension Checks 
+Free alignment checks 
+A Tire Protection Plan you can trust 

CONTACT 
PHONE: 
815-824-2732 
TEXT: 
815-566-4232 
 
Emergency Backup 
815-751-0223 
 
WEBSITE: 
wrigleysgaragellc.com 
EMAIL: 
wrigleysgarage@yahoo.com 

 
ROTATION AND BALANCE 

Rotation 
We perform tire rotations on a 5k mile interval to provide you with the 
longest tire life. All “Wrigley’s” tires are rotated as needed, free of 
charge and include basic brake and steering inspections  
 
Rotation and Balance 
Rotation and balance services are performed every 15k miles as per 
tire manufacture requirement. This is a main determiner of tire life and is 
required for treadwear warranty. 
 
Alignment 
Wheel alignments are recommended on an interval basis, much like 
rotation and balance services. A poorly aligned vehicle will wear out 
tires more rapidly, costing you money in the long run. We perform 
alignment checks at 20k mile intervals. 
 
Tire Repair 
In the event there is an injury to a Wrigley’s tire, we have you covered. 
Tire repairs are covered under your Tire Protection Plan.  
 
 
Tire Protection Plan 
At Wrigley’s we provide a Tire Protection Plan that you know you can 
trust for the life of the tire. If your tire suffers a non-repairable injury, we 
have you covered.   
 

TREADWEAR WARRANTY 

Tire manufacture treadwear warranties require regular care to maintain 
the treadwear warranty. If your tire does wear out prematurely, and 
has been properly maintained, we do the leg work to make sure you 
get the credit you deserve. 
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